
 



  

ABO RHYMES. 
<<“ 

A ship with ANCHOR strong 
and good, 

Was Noah’s ARK upon the 
flood; 

He ne'er had been an ADMI- 
RAL 

Ir APPLES Hee not grown at 
all. 

’ The BAKER quickly poeey 
the BREAD; 

The BAYONET ‘S a thing to 
dread. 

BOATS ride swiftly o’er the sea; 
BAETLOONS floai in the air, 

you see, 

ihe CONS LABIE. the. arms 
HTUSL Carry 

To the CASTLE there, and 
never: tarry:; 

So to the CHINAMAN he said: 
“Lift that CUIRASS upon your 

head? 
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A BC "REY ie. 

DRAGOONS are bee» troops, 
you know ; 

In the deserts DROMEDARIES. 
Go ° 

A DATE-TREE in the DIS- 
TANCE stands. 

Men play at DOMINO in # many, j oe 

lands, 

Among the icebergs the ES- 
QUIMAUX thrive, 

And ELKS before their sledges 
drive; 

They live on reindeer’s flesh 
and milk,, 

W hose skin makes dresses 
warm as silk. 

The Sultan. wears a FEZ of 
red; 

Upon his ‘royal Turkish head ; 
Fie. makes ja PEAST of jolly i 

realy. ee 

To FISH, : ‘and FOWL, ana 
FRUIT so sweet. 7 
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Ae CO AAYMES: 

Tee gay. GONDOLIER his 
GONDOLA plies | 

Under the soft Italian skies. 
The GENERAL leads thearmy 

to Tie lit; 

The long-necked GIRAFFE. is 

a beautiful sight. 

Strong as 2 HERCULES «a 
boasting fellow would 

Lift both house and scaffold, if 

he only could; 
Fhe mighty HIPPOPOTAMUS 

in rivers loves to play; 

The MaeDOC K is a tisn: in 

many a sea and bay. 

The savage, red INDIAN, eager 
for strife, 

Threatens the INVALID SOL- 

EES lire. 
Here’s an IBIS, the sacred 

Egyptian bird; 
And a musical INSTRUMENT 

frequently heard.



ACB OC oRAY Mis. 

The JUNK, sailing with wind 
fresh and fair, 3 | 

Will reach far JAPAN before 
:  you’re aware. : 
A: JAGER the Germans a 

, huntsman eall, 
Who: shoots: down. the JA- 

GUAR with powder and 
pall: 

KAKADU is the German for 
bright Cockatoo; 

In Australian wilds lives the 
wild KANGAROO; 

KIOSK is a_ building ‘through 
which one can see; | 

The African .KABYL, a wild | 
man 1s fre:: 

The LAUREL the LANCE- 
BEARER often deserves; 

Oft carries the LANTERN the 
LACKEY who serves; 

Off in the distance crouches a 
oN: 

Who’d eat them both up, as 
quick’ as say “Zion.”
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A BC RHYMES. 

O ho! little MAN, though you’re 
jolly and good, 

You, like this MEASURE, are 

made but of wood; 

You can not eat MELONS, and 

try but your skill, 

You make as much noise as the 

windin a MILL. 

Five and four make NINE all 

~ the world over, 

Says the little. NEGRO. BOY, 

who lives in clover; 

He dances around on his heel 

4-and. toe, - 

And would rather crack a NUT, 

than work with his hoe. 

The GRANG OUTANG’ an 

animal clumsy and big, 

Always takes to dancing when 

the ORGAN plays a jig. 

The OLIVE isa tasty fruit, juicy 

amc creer: 
You Gant take <n OMNIBUS. 

to visit the Queen.



  

AS ORM Yee, 

The .PEACOCK is’ prouder 
than many a girl, 

Wearing as ornament a neck- 
lace of PEARL. 

The POST IE LION; -driving 
with all his might, 

Is very much afraid as the 
PANTHER comes in sight. 

Four: voices (or instruments) 
make a QUARTETTE; 

W hen the singers are good and 
the music well set, 

They can give unto men the 
purest’ of joys; 

But if they are bad. then it’s 
nothing but noise. 

Hans, the RECRUIT, wears a 
soldier’s hat, 

No longer does he fear the 
squeaking of a RAT. 

Little ROBIN RED-BREAST 
sings at summer’s close 

A song of lament at the fading 
of the ROSE. 
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Sa er YM. 

in thearmy of the French, 

For with SHEARS or SCIs- 

trench, 

PENT; will often kill as 

quick ee 
As e’er a SWORD or SABRE 

8 al the battle thick. . + 

The TIGER isa beast that raves 

and tears: 

TURTLE-DOVES are happy 
when they sit in pairs. 

When this TRUMPETER .” 
blows a blast of power 

He scares them away to the top x 
of the TOWER. 

A handsome UNIFORM’ be- 
-comes a soldier brave; 

The URN is an ornament ‘for a 

VILLA or grave; 

VESUVIUS, the Found 
vomits fire and flame; 

The little VIOLIN often makes 

aman of fame. 

There is a.corps of SAPPERS | 

SORS. you cannot seg a 

‘The bite of SNAKE or. ee 

ee



 



Ao io. ae YEE, 

Near the end of the alphabet 
comes the double-U ; 

A WAGON haulsa heavy load, 
sometimes the driver toc. 

The. Freneh for a-‘car have: a 
funny name— 

A WAGGON it is, for man and 
beast the same. 

salls, 
Bound for York with fav’ring 

gales, 
Is a prince whose name, I wot, 
May be YPSILANTI or not. 

Striped with black is the ZE- | 
BRAS skin ; 

are thin. 

= . Higamane is short and his legs’ 

~The Turks an army of ZOU- | 
_ AYES keep 
The book is done, now go to 

t Slee ¢ et , P 41 nyt ; 

  

a On this YACHT, with swelling 
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